Honeywell Digital Video Manager is a smart surveillance solution that seamlessly connects your facility to the latest security technology to mitigate risk and provide a resilient foundation to enhance safety, security & promote operational efficiency. Whether you’re responding to a major threat, investigating a minor incident or monitoring safety and security, Digital Video Manager’s smart features, powerful functionality and intuitive user interface simplifies securing your facility, and your business.

**FORENSICS, EFFECTIVE INVESTIGATIONS AND MITIGATION**
Honeywell DVM delivers flexibility and power to the operator to combat critical events and simplify everyday workflows with smart features, powerful functionality and ease-of-use. The flexible workspace, instant and synchronized playback, motion searching, slow motion playback, bookmarking, integrated analytics and synchronized video export are just a few of the powerful features for faster and more effective security & safety event management.

**RAPID ADOPTION, MINIMIZE DISRUPTION**
Accelerated product discovery promotes configuration time savings and minimizes disruption to facility operations.

**GREATER CONNECTIVITY**
Support for open integration of security products via ONVIF Profile S and Profile G and Video Net integration allows you to embrace innovation, adapt to changing security threats and interoperate with existing infrastructure.

**CURRENT AND SUPPORTED**
Subscribe to Honeywell Solution Enhancement Support Program (SESP) to stay current with the latest version of Honeywell Digital Video Manager allowing faster access to powerful new functionality with cost certainty.

**ROBUST, RELIABLE AND RESILIENT**
Available, encrypted security operating environment with true redundancy at server, at recording media and automated backfill. Intelligent self-monitoring metrics including memory, power supply, disc failure and more, enabling greater insight into system status.

**EFFICIENT AND SCALABLE CONFIGURABILITY**
Multi-layered, high density and high volume surveillance capability promotes ease of scalability and expandability for a smart long-term investment. DVM’s distributed video architecture seamlessly integrates the video operations of numerous systems onto one virtual platform.

**MULTI-SENSORY OPERATING ENVIRONMENT**
Featuring voice command, mobility, touch screen interface, video walls and more, DVM delivers more options, and greater flexibility, saving critical detection, analysis and reaction time.

**SIMPPLY ROUTINE TASKS**
Intelligent automation with Integration with Experion Process Control and Experion Industrial Security platforms simplifies routine tasks removing the need for complex scripting. Facility-wide rules, such as activating a camera recording when an incident occurs or exporting a video incident, can be configured in minutes.

**CONFIDENCE IN APPLICATION**
DVM is the smart surveillance solution of choice for thousands of facilities world-wide. From Onshore facilities to offshore facilities, large single site to multi site facilities, DVM offers flexibility, intelligent control and extensibility.